1. Notation Let (1<q<oo) be the class of all 2jr-periodic, real--valued functions f whose q-th power is Lebesgue-integrable in the interval <-JT, 3Γ> ; the norm of f € L q is defined by the formula J|f(x)|' dx V/e shall deal with a regular summability method for real sequence, determined by a triangular matrix |<X Q1E /A q |j (a Q j c >0
and A" = The aim of the present paper is to estimate the quantity Por convenience, the suitable positive constants independent of f,n and r will be denoted by C^ (3 = 1,2,3,...,20).
Statement of results
In this Section the theorems, relative to the norm-strong approximation, will be presented (cf. (ii) Por 
Collecting the results v/e get (7). Now two further lemmas are going to be proved. Since the left-hand side of (10) is a non-decreasing function of p, the estimation (10) is also true for any p^q such that (1-5)p<1.
In the case q>p, 1<q<2, taking p^ such that q<p^<2 ( (l-(S")p^ < 1 ) and reasoning as before we get (10) for P=P/p Now, by the previous observation, the inequality (10) remains valid for p<p^, as required.
Tie have still to examine the case q>max (2,p for g^eL (/ι =0,1,2,... ,m) m=0,1,2,..., we obtain 1 <(m+1)
Consequently, arguing similarly as in the first case, we have the last part of (10). It e m m a 3. Suppose that ¿>.1/2 and (l-6)max(p,q) <1. Then
Proof. Confine our attention to the case q>max(2,p), because for p>q and q>p,1<q<2 the inequality (11) is a consequence of (10). In view of HSlder's inequality, we have I am indebted to Professor R. Taberski for his kind critioism and valuable suggestions.
